For an easier understanding we repeat the definition of the derivative operations and explain the essentials of Boolean differential equations using an example of the most restricted BDE. For a special class of Boolean differential equations we introduce the theoretical background for its solution and give a very simple solution algorithm. Furthermore we show how more general classes can be solved.
I. INTRODUCTION
The Boolean Differential Calculus (BDC) defines differentials of Boolean variables, differentials and further differential operators applied to Boolean functions as well as several derivative operations of Boolean functions. There are many theorems which describe relationships between them [1] , [2] , [4] , and [5] .
The BDC extends Boolean algebra [2] . While the Boolean algebra focuses on values of Boolean functions, the BDC allows the evaluation of changes of the function values. Such changes can be investigated for certain pairs of function values as well as with regard to whole subspaces. Due to the same basic data structures, BDC can be applied to any task described by Boolean functions and equations together with the Boolean algebra. Widely used is the BDC in analysis, synthesis, and testing of digital circuits [2] , [4] , and [5] .
All these differentials of Boolean variables, differential operations and derivative operations of Boolean functions are Boolean functions with special properties. In this paper, we show that a Boolean Differential Equation (BDE) describes a set of Boolean functions and give an algorithm for solving a certain class of Boolean differential equations [2] . The necessary theory and the solution algorithm for the given class of Boolean differential equations were developed by the first author in his Ph.D. Thesis [3] (written in German).
The remaining part of this paper is structured as follows. In Section II definitions of all derivative operations together with short explanations are given. This restricted knowledge of the Boolean Differential Calculus contributes to a better understanding of the rest of the paper. In Section III essential aspects of Boolean Differential Equations are explained. To that end we consider a special BDE where a single derivative operation appears. Next we describe in Section IV both the theoretical background and an algorithm to solve an important class of Boolean differential equations. In Section V we give some remarks how more general Boolean differential equations can be solved.
II. DERIVATIVE OPERATIONS
Derivative operations of the BDE are calculated for a given Boolean function with regard to a single variable or a subset of variables. These selected variables and the type of operation describe the studied direction of change. In this section we restrict ourselves to the definition of the derivative operations. For more details about the derivative operations, their relationships and applications we refer to [2] and [4] .
There are three groups of derivative operations of a Boolean function f (x). All of them include a derivative that evaluates certain changes of function values, a minimum that evaluates function values 1 for all patterns x = c 0 of certain subsets, and a maximum that evaluates the existence of function values 1 for certain subsets of x = c 0 . We describe a single variable by an italic letter like x i and a set of variables by a bold letter like x 0 .
The first group of derivative operations explores the change of the function value with regard to the change of a single variable x i . Hence, the subsets, evaluated by simple derivative operations, include two function values which are reached by changing
is the (simple) derivative,
the (simple) minimum and
the (simple) maximum of the logic function f (x) with regard to the variable x i . The second group of derivative operations explores the change of a function with regard to the set of variables x 0 . Hence, the subsets, evaluated by vectorial derivative operations, include again two function values which are reached by changing all variables of the set x 0 at the same point of time.
Definition 2: Let f (x) = f (x 0 , x 1 ) be a logic function of n variables. Then
is the vectorial derivative,
the vectorial minimum, and
the vectorial maximum of the logic function f (x 0 , x 1 ) with regard to the variables of x 0 . The result of each derivative operation of a Boolean function is again a Boolean function. Hence, derivative operations can be executed iteratively for the result of a previous derivative operation. The third group of derivative operations uses this possibility for all variables of the set of variables x 0 . Hence, the subsets, evaluated by m-fold derivative operations, include 2 |x0| function values. Definition 3: Let f (x) = f (x 0 , x 1 ) be a logic function of n variables, and let x 0 = (x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x m ). Then
is the m-fold derivative,
the m-fold maximum and
the ∆ -operation of the function f (x 0 , x 1 ) with regard to the set of variables x 0 .
III. ESSENCE OF A BOOLEAN DIFFERENTIAL EQUATION EXPLORED BY EXAMPLES
Let us take the Boolean function
Using the definition (4) we get the vectorial derivative with regard to (x 1 , x 3 ) as follows:
Hence, the result of this vectorial derivative is the Boolean function
and we have the Boolean differential equation:
The function g(x 1 , x 2 , x 3 ) (13) is uniquely defined by the given function f (x 1 , x 2 , x 3 ) (11), the definition of the vectorial derivative (4) and the direction of change described by the taken subset of variables (x 1 , x 3 ).
All calculation steps of (12) can also be executed in the reverse direction. Hence, the function f (x 1 , x 2 , x 3 ) (11) is a solution of the Boolean differential equation (14) where the function g(x 1 , x 2 , x 3 ) is defined by (13). Now the question arises whether the function f (x 1 , x 2 , x 3 ) is uniquely defined by the function g(x 1 , x 2 , x 3 ) (13) and Boolean differential equation (14) . The answer to this question is NO. There are 15 other Boolean functions f i (x 1 , x 2 , x 3 ) which solve the BDE (14) for the function g(x 1 , x 2 , x 3 ) (13). All 16 solution functions of the BDE (14) for the the function g(x 1 , x 2 , x 3 ) (13) are:
It can be verified directly (by inserting these 16 functions into the BDE) (14) that the calculated vectorial derivatives are equal to the function g(x 1 , x 2 , x 3 ) (13). In the same way it can be checked that no other function of three variables (x 1 , x 2 , x 3 ) solves the BDE (14) for the function g(x 1 , x 2 , x 3 ) (13).
The enumeration of these 16 solution function shows that all solution function have a common basic structure
with
The variable x 1 is selected from the set (x 1 , x 3 ) used to define the direction of the vectorial derivative. The other variable x 3 can be chosen in (33) to specify the function
can be used to create together with the same 16 functions h i (x 1 , x 2 , x 3 ) exactly the same set of 16 solution function of the BDE (14) for the function g(x 1 , x 2 , x 3 ) (13). The transformation for the solution function f 8 (x 1 , x 2 , x 3 ) (24) confirms that the used initial function f (x 1 , x 2 , x 3 ) = f 8 (x 1 , x 2 , x 3 ) (11) is an element of the solution set.
All
This property can be checked easily. Either the functions h i (x 1 , x 2 , x 3 ) does not depend on (x 1 , x 3 ), than we have e.g.
or the variables (x 1 , x 3 ) appear in the function h i (x 1 , x 2 , x 3 ) connected by an ⊕-operation, than we have e.g.
There is one remaining question concerning the BDE of a single derivative operation like (14) (14) where the function g(x 1 , x 2 , x 3 ) = x 1 x 2 x 3 . The reason for that come from the definion (4) of the vectorial derivative.
Due to
we get
and consequently
which can be expressed by
Hence, the function g(x 1 , x 2 , x 3 ) in the BDE (14) must hold the condition (40) in order to find solution functions f (x 1 , x 2 , x 3 ). For that reason (40) is called integrability condition for the vectorial derivatives of Boolean functions. We learn form from this example: 1) A Boolean differential equation (14) includes the unknown function f (x 1 , x 2 , x 3 ). 2) There are solutions of a BDE like (14) only if the righthand function g(x 1 , x 2 , x 3 ) holds a special integrability condition. 3) As shown in (32), the general solution of an inhomogeneous BDE is built using a single special solution of the inhomogeneous BDE and the set of all solutions of the associated homogeneous BDE. The associated homogeneous BDE is developed by replacing the righthand side of an inhomogeneous BDE by 0. (14) where the left hand side consists of a single derivative operation of an unknown Boolean function f (x) and the right hand side is specified by an expression of a known function g(x) can be specified for each derivative operation. For all of them both the integrability condition and a formula of the type (32) to calculate all solutions is known. However, these solution formulas require the solution set of the associated homogeneous BDE.
4) Generally, the solution of a Boolean differential equation is a set of Boolean functions. This is a significant difference to Boolean equations. The solution of a Boolean equation is a set of Boolean vectors. A Boolean differential equation like

IV. BOOLEAN DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS OF SIMPLE AND
VECTORIAL DERIVATIVES More generally, we explore as next Boolean Differential Equations which depend on the function f (x) as well as their simple and vectorial derivatives. Such a BDE has the following general structure.
All derivatives in (41) are Boolean functions. Hence, applying the rules of the Boolean Algebra allows to transform the general BDE (41) into an equivalent homogeneous BDE
(42) The solution of a Boolean differential equation (42) is again a set of functions f (x). It is not necessary to verify whether there is a solution of the BDE (42), because the empty set is a possible solution, too.
The following definition supports both the understanding and the practical solution algorithms of Boolean differential equations (42).
Definition 4: Let be g(x) a solution function of (42). Then 1)
is the Boolean equation, associated to the Boolean differential equation (42), and has the set of local solutions SLS. 3) Example 1: Figure 1 represents the function g(x 1 , x 2 ) = x 1 ∨ x 2 and emphasizes 1) the function value
2) indicated by the direction of change dx 1 dx 2
3) indicated by the direction of change dx 1 dx 2
4) and indicated by the direction of change dx 1 dx 2
¿From the known function value 1 (46) for (x 1 , x 2 ) = (11) and the known change of the function value in the direction of x 1 starting from (x 1 , x 2 ) = (11) (47) follows that g(x 1 = 0, x 2 = 1) = 0. ¿From the known function value 1 (46) for (x 1 , x 2 ) = (11) and the knowledge that the function value in the direction of x 2 starting from (x 1 , x 2 ) = (11) is unchanged (48) follows that g(x 1 = 1, x 2 = 0) = 1. ¿From the known function value 1 (46) for (x 1 , x 2 ) = (11) and the knowledge that the function value in the direction of (x 1 , x 2 ) starting from (x 1 , x 2 ) = (11) is unchanged (49) follows that g(x 1 = 0, x 2 = 0) = 1. Hence, the function g(x 1 , x 2 ) = x 1 ∨ x 2 is reconstructed based on the information of (46), (47), (48), and (49), only. We learned from Example 1 that the values of a solution function g(x) and all its simple and vectorial derivatives in 
: : :
a single selected point of the Boolean space describe this solution function completely. Hence, these elements carry the information about all solutions. In each expression of a BDE (42), both the function f (x) and and all its simple and vectorial derivatives can only appear negated or not negated. Therefore we can model these elements by Boolean variables u i . Table  I shows that a value 1 in the binary code of the index i of u i indicates the variables used in the associated derivative. Using the relationships of Table I , the BDE (42) 
n are solution functions of (42) too.
Proof:
The expression x i ⊕ c i can be expressed by:
1) Due to the Shannon decomposition
it follows that
and, therefore (50) The function epv (exchange pairs of values) exchanges function values of SLS ′ (v) using formula (59) with respect to a given index i and returns the set SLST (v). Table II 
Using both the function d2v which transforms the variables u i associated with the derivatives into the variables u i associated with function values, and the function epv which exchanges function values of SLS ′ (v) using formula (59) with respect to a given index i the algorithm 1 finds all solution functions of a given BDE (42). Due to (50) the solution functions are classes.
